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Relied on by students, professors, and practitioners, Erwin Chemerinsky s popular treatise
clearly states the law and identifies the underlying policy issues in each area of constitutional
law. Thorough coverage of the topic makes it appropriate for both beginning and advanced
courses.This new, Fifth Edition features updated material throughout, including:Significant
attention given to developments in law since publication of previous editionNew material on
standing, congressional power, presidential power and the war on terror; preemption, school
desegregation; abortion rights and voting rightsCovers First Amendment issues concerning
speech and religionIncludes recent and significant cases: Hein v. Freedom from Religion
Foundation; Boumediene v. Bush; Hamdan v. Rumsfeld; Wyeth v. Levine; Philip Morris USA v.
Williams

"This is an accessible, often lively, retelling of one of the most controversial cases of the late
twentieth century."—Law and Politics Book Review"This well-written, concise, but thorough
review of the legal battle over affirmative action focuses primarily on a detailed history of the
landmark Bakke case. . . . Ball maintains a careful objectivity and evenhanded approach to his
analysis."—Choice"A well-researched account of the deliberations of the Supreme Court on
affirmative action and of the briefs received by the Court that attempts to show the
repercussions of the Bakke case in higher education admissions."—History of Education"Helps
general readers understand this celebrated affirmative action case and provides valuable
insights into the process by which Supreme Court justices decide cases and write opinions."—
Mark V. Tushnet, author of Making Civil Rights Law: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court,
1936–1961From the Back Cover"Helps general readers understand this celebrated affirmative
action case and provides valuable insights into the process by which Supreme Court justices
decide cases and write opinions."--Mark V. Tushnet, author of Making Civil Rights Law:
Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court, 1936-1961About the AuthorHoward Ball, a veteran
of the civil rights movement, is professor of political science and former dean of arts and
sciences at the University of Vermont. Among his many books are Prosecuting War Crimes and
Genocide, also from Kansas, and A Defiant Life: Thurgood Marshall and the Persistence of
Racism in America.Read more
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Carly Power, “A literal lifesaver. I wish I read this FREAKING supplement to correspond with the
readings assigned in my actual (and utterly horrendous) Constitutional Law textbook. Instead, I
bought it to use as a study aid and didn't open it until 2/3rds of the way through the semester.
Every test and principal that my professor tried (and failed) to explain in a simple way, was
ACTUALLY successfully explained in a simple, easy to understand way in this supplement. My
mind was blown over the numerous, seemingly confusing, topics I was able to cover and
understand completely within a week. I say a week because It is a BIG supplement--over 1000
pages, but don't let that scare you! The book is organized beautifully-- it is very easy to find the
topics that coordinate with the topics you actually went over in class, without being forced to
read unnecessary material. Considering this is the law corresponding to the Constitution, there
are only so many important principals and tests the class can discuss, and they are ALL
discussed in this supplement. So lets say you are sitting in class, and your professor is ranting
and cavorting in, out, and around the different types of judicial scrutiny a federal court uses to
determine whether certain laws violate Equal Protection. Your professor speaks haphazardly
and with utter abandon regarding every subject, making it much more complicated than it
seems. Your head is spinning trying to remember when to apply what level of scrutiny and why
and how and when... You begin to panic! Will you FAIL Con-Law?! Oh the humanity!....Then you
go home, open this book to the chapter titled "Equal Protection" and right away, within the first 2
pages, it describes and lays out the different levels of scrutiny and when to apply them in an
organized and rational fashion......"Why cant regular law school textbooks be written in such a
way?!" you say as you angrily wave your fists in the air. Sadly, we will never know why law school
textbooks are written like first drafts, but at least you have your supplement to save the day.
Praise be to Chemerinsky and his amazing Constitutional Law supplement! Law students
around the nation praise your name! If you are taking Constitutional Law, don't risk it, get this
supplement. Also get the casenote legal briefs supplement--trust me--you will thank me later,
especially when you attempt to read Marbury v Madison on your first day of class!”

Ben White, “The reason law students know Chemerinsky's name. I cannot recommend this
strongly enough. For me, this book made Chemerinsky's name synonymous with clarity and
demystification. If you don't already know, you will learn sooner or later that Chemerinsky is a
rockstar, so you may as well start benefitting now. (After this book, I bought his federal
jurisdiction book just because it had his name, and I didn't regret it.) He writes about the law in a
way that early law students can understand the significance of the cases and doctrines. It was a
great boon to class preparation, by spending a few minutes finding the assigned cases in the
superb index and reading up on them to learn the main points. It is practically guaranteed that
any case you will be assigned to read is at least addressed, and probably at some length, in this
volume. And since con law cases are some of the most impenetrable you will read your first year,



having a cipher to them is priceless.You can also let the doctrines or topics guide your reading.
The table of contents is detailed and the book flows logically.When it comes to studying for the
exam, this is a great resource to rehash and digest what you've covered. There is substantive
discussion on all things constitutional law here, written in a way you can understand. You need to
optimize your time during exam season and this will help you make sense of the mess without
pounding your head against your casebook.Constitutional law is one of the most intimidating
classes for a law student, so a resource this comprehensive, lucid, and reputable is a must.”

anxietyriddin, “Good but read WARNING!!. This book is really well written! However, if you only
need *some* information, this might not be worth it.WARNING: if you have Barbri and watched
the Con Law videos and did not find those helpful, this book likely won't be helpful either (done
by the same man). It all depends on how your professor teaches Con Law. I can definitely see
where this book can help someone, but it was useless for my class because of how the exam
works. For example, my professor covers three very broad sections/clauses, so this book wasn't
particularly helpful because it didn't get into the meat of it all and how to do the proper analysis;
just cases and topics from those cases. This covers almost every topic, but it is dense at times.”

G.Cancino, “poor condition but readable and does the job. The book was in bad condition, I had
to tape it together in several places, the cover was about to fall off, pages were in risk as well.
When I received it I had to tape the pages back as well as the back and front cover. The layers of
the covers were coming apart and I ended up taping those as well. Internally it was ok, except for
the mark of water that obviously touched the book through several pages. Otherwise there is no
highlighting in it and it was readable. And don't worry, the way I taped it doesn't even show, it
looks much nicer now.”

luke c., “Great for understanding 1L con law. Great breakdown of my constitutional law class.
Honestly breaks everything down in such a comprehensive way and really draws out the logical
arguments of the Justices.”

Holly Spohn, “Saving Grace. This book was may saving grace in Constitutional Law. It makes
very complicated material come together in a way that makes sense. I cannot recommend this
book enough.”

Noell Sauer, “Don't hesitate...buy now!. I bought this supplement because I was struggling to
understand my fantastic but hard to follow Con Law professor during 1L. It did not disappoint.
The book is organized, easy to understand, and articulates rules and tests very clearly. I am
using it now for Con Rights so I am definitely getting the bang for my buck. Would highly
recommend to any law student who needs a simpler way to understand dense SCOTUS prose.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. ok”



niu ren, “Five Stars. Great book! quick delivery!”

Ioannis SARMAS, “excellent. complet et profond, facile a lire, sa longueur n'est pas un defaut,
mais dans son cas, un avantageil ne s'agit pas d'une simple casuistique de jurisprudence, mais
d'un veritable traite, qui permet a son lecteur de concevoir la solution retenue par la Cour
supreme dans son contexte, et de la mesurer par rapport aux alternatives qui s'offraient”

The book by Erwin Chemerinsky has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 153 people have provided
feedback.
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